
Pachulia remains Georgian basketball’s big brother  
Georgian captain helps Atlanta Hawks to victory against absent Shengelia’s Brooklyn Nets 

Print version  

It was meant to be a brotherly basketball reunion in Atlanta for Georgian pair Zaza Pachulia and Tornike 
Shengelia. But, ultimately, the NBA meeting between Brooklyn Nets and Atlanta Hawks on January 17 
served as a reminder that the relationship between the pair is more akin to that of a master and an 
apprentice. 

Pachulia was named in the starting lineup and scored 13 points for the Hawks who claimed a convincing 
109-95 victory over the Nets, for whom Shengelia did not feature at all. 

This will have no doubt disappointed the Georgian captain who, prior to the match, had tweeted: “Tomorrow 
is a great day. After several years two Georgians are in the NBA again. My brother Tornike Shengelia arrives 
in Atlanta.” 

Flu has been cited as the reason for the 21-year old small forward’s absence but, if the truth be told, even 
had he been fully fit Shengelia may not have been selected. Having joined the Nets last July, the Georgian 
has played in only a third of their matches, starting none. 

Displacing 2010 all-star Gerald Wallace is something Shengelia is unlikely to do any time soon but the 
youngster has made a decent impression, most notably on his debut when he scored 11 points against the 
Boston Celtics. 

Perseverance and a professional determination will be needed if Shengelia is to prosper in the NBA and if he 
needs inspiration he should look no further than his fellow countryman. 

The towering 211cm tall 28-year old center Pachulia has been playing in the US for ten years, now at his 
third team since being drafted by Orlando Magic in 2003. 

It was not until the 2004-2005 season, by which time he had moved to Milwaukee Bucks, Pachulia started to 
make the breakthrough which earned him a move to a familiarly named location. 

Rumors of him taking a midnight train have never been confirmed but once again, Pachulia was in Georgia. 
The Atlanta Hawks had been very impressed by the young Georgian center and handed him a lucrative 
contract for the 2005-2006 campaign. 

The Hawks’ good eye for a player was proven in his first season as the newcomer averaged almost 12 points 
and 8 rebounds a game, establishing himself as Atlanta’s starting center in every one of their 78 games at 
the age of only 21. 

However since the arrival of Dominican Republic-born Al Horford, Pachulia has faced a battle to regain a 
regular starting place albeit he has still featured in the vast majority of Hawks’ matches when available. 

In the current season, Pachulia has started nine games of a possible 38 but still averages over 22 minutes 
on the court and nearly seven rebounds per game. 

This is the first time since 2004 – when Vladimir Stepania was at Portland Trail Blazers and Nikoloz 
Tskitishvili played for Denver Nuggets - two Georgians have been playing at Basketball’s highest level in the 
same season. 

In what is an incessant campaign with 82 games in a regular season, there are another three meetings 
scheduled between Brooklyn and Atlanta so the on-court brotherly reunion could yet happen this year. 



Shengelia and Pachulia will certainly be on the same court for Georgia’s recently announced warm-up 
matches for EuroBasket 2013 against Serbia and France in August in the salubrious location of Antibes on 
the southern French coast. 

With the French ranked sixth in Europe, and the Serbs seventh, both matches will provide the type of stern 
test needed ahead of Georgia’s second appearance at the European Championships. 

EuroBasket will be held in in September, with Georgia drawn in Group C against current holders Spain, 
Slovenia (hosts), Croatia, Czech Republic and Poland.  

If the Georgian are to progress beyond the group stage, they will need their NBA “brothers” on the court 
and in the mood. 

 


